
Opening questions (choose one or two)
1. What are your own views about what needs to happen at COP26 and how we should

tackle climate change?
2. What steps are you taking in our constituency ahead of COP26 to help tackle climate

change and reduce our emissions?
3. How much have you heard from your constituents about climate change this year?

Do you think lots of people are aware of what’s happening with the climate crisis?

Key questions to ask:

For Conservative MPs and SNP MSPs:
1. The UK has some good targets for reducing emissions, but we keep on missing our

carbon budgets. How can you make sure that the promises from our government and
other countries at COP26 will actually be acted on?

For opposition parties:
1. The UK has some good targets for reducing emissions, but we keep on missing our

carbon budgets. What are you doing to hold the government to account for their lack
of action on climate change, especially in the lead up to COP26?

For everyone:
2. What are you doing in your own life, to live more sustainably and limit your impact on

the climate? And what more could you do?

At the end:

For MPs:
Please could you write to the Prime Minister for me about this campaign and ask for him to
act on the three things in the document I sent to you? (those were: stop funding fossil fuels,
reduce emissions as fast as possible, and provide more support for people already impacted
by climate change in developing countries)

For MSPs:
Please could you raise our concerns in the Scottish Parliament and ask what Scotland can
do as hosts of COP26 to make sure the three things in the document I sent you are done?
(those were: stop funding fossil fuels, reduce emissions as fast as possible, and provide
more support for people already impacted by climate change in developing countries)

Other questions you could ask (pick one or two, or write your own!)

I’m particularly concerned/passionate about ________ What is the government doing about
this?

Do you think the Government will do everything it possibly can to halt the climate emergency
in its tracks? Even if it costs a lot or needs big changes to happen?

What more do you think the government should be doing to tackle climate change?



How can you and other MPs make sure the Government hear the message from young
people that we’ve run out of time: action has to be taken today and not in the future?

In March the government agreed to stop funding fossil fuel projects in other countries, but
what can the government do to get other countries to stop funding fossil fuels?

It’s people living in poverty who are hardest hit by climate change, and who are least able to
adapt to its negative impacts. How can you help make sure that COP26 provides support for
them to cope with the impacts?

How is your party responding to the IPCC report that shows how we’ve caused irreparable
damage to the environment?

What is your party doing to ensure a ‘just transition’ away from fossil fuels?


